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ABSTRACT 
Low magnetic field neutron stars in binaries can be spun up to millisecond periods by near Eddington limit 

accretion from very light companions. Observations of X-ray sources indicate that accretion terminates rela- 
tively abruptly (<^108 yr) and suggest that companions which are very light are often (perhaps always) elimi- 
nated on a similar time scale leaving behind solitary millisecond radiopulsars. Illumination of such 
companions by various kinds of radiation from the neighborhood of the neutron star after accretion has ter- 
minated or during accretion, when spin up or subsequent partial spin down occurs (as accretion falls), is con- 
sidered here as a crucial feature in understanding these observations. If a neutron star’s spun-up period 
approaches 10“3 s, pulsar kHz radiation can quench accretion by pushing surrounding plasma away from the 
neutron star and may leave the companion to be evaporated by the high-energy radiation component 
expected from an “isolated” millisecond radiopulsar. Expected accretion-powered MeV y-rays and e± winds 
may also be effective in evaporating dwarf companions. Neutron star spin down energy release may sustain 
the power in these radiation mechanisms even while accretion falls. Accretion-powered soft X-rays may speed 
the mass loss of highly evolved dwarf companions, particularly those with a large fraction of carbon and 
oxygen. 
Subject headings: gamma rays: general — pulsars — stars: accretion — stars: evolution — stars: neutron — 

X-rays: binaries 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The canonical description of a very low mass X-ray binary (LMXB) is a neutron star (primary) accreting mass from a very light 
degenerate companion (secondary) driven to overflow its Roche lobe by the loss of angular momentum from the system. In the 
simplest and original models, gravitational radiation carried away the angular momentum (Faulkner 1971). In these models the 
accretion rate dropped with the diminishing secondary’s mass. Accretion-driven X-ray luminosity would gradually drop far below 
the near Eddington limit regime and the secondary would survive well beyond the age of the Galaxy. But the following three 
different kinds of observations argue against such a model. 

a) Solitary Millisecond Pulsars 
A possible argument against the simple canonical model is the observation of solitary millisecond pulsars. These have the same 

characteristics as pulsars in binaries which appear to have been accretion disk spunup by their companions. The solitary pulsar 
former companion may have been tidally disrupted (Ruderman and Shaham 1983, 1985). However, there are problems in reaching 
unstable configurations with very light companions during the 1010 yr age of the universe (Jeffrey 1986). Alternatively, the second- 
ary may have been eliminated in an earlier common envelope phase so that the very light mass regime of a LMXB is not achieved 
(Bonsema and van den Heuvel 1984). 

b) Survival of Spunup Millisecond pulsars 
Very rapidly spinning low field radio pulsars (with surface dipole field Bs & 5 x 108 G and mass M ä M0) are usually considered 

to have been spunup by near Eddington limit accretion from companions (Alpar et al. 1982). To transfer enough angular momen- 
tum from a surrounding accretion disk to the neutron star, this strong accretion phase must last more than 107 yr. If the accretion is 
slowly diminished the neutron star spin period (P) will continually adjust to the accretion rate as described by the approximate 
equality 

P « 10-3L3-8
3/7 x (BJ5 x 108 G)6/7 s (1) 

for an accretion X-ray luminosity 
GMM/R 

38 1038 ergss_1‘ 
(2) 

To preserve a neutron star’s millisecond period after spin-up by near Eddington limit accretion, subsequent accretion must be 
reduced sufficiently rapidly that there is not enough time during that reduction for a large spin angular momentum loss from the 
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neutron star back to the now more slowly rotating accretion disk. Then the accretion turn-off time must satisfy 

. I(2n/P) 107 

N ' T 9/7 ^37 
x (BJ5 x 108 G)-2/7 yr , (3) 

where / is the neutron star moment of inertia and N is the spin-down torque. In equation (3) the spin-down torque is taken from 
Ghosh and Lamb (1979) with the dimensionless torque function of the “fastness parameter” set equal to -1, and P is taken from 
equation (1). Angular momentum loss from gravitational radiation does not drop rapidly enough H108 yr) to freeze a millisecond 
pulsar s penod. The removal of angular momentum from a LMXB by gravitational radiation can maintain the Roche lobe overflow 
of the secondary at or above the neutron star primary’s Eddington limit needed to preserve a millisecond P only as lone as the 
secondary’s mass (m) exceeds ~ 1(T1 M0 (Figs. 1 and 2). 7 & 

c) LMXB Luminosities 
Most LMXBs are observed to have X-ray luminosities near the Eddington limit of an accreting neutron star, Ly » 1038 ergs s“1 

Í°^8in-?Ja? Sp^broe
t
k .198^' corresponding mass accretion rate M « KT8 M0 yr"1, so a very low mass secondary 

t io35Mo) C0'îldJustain thls Phase for only 107 yr. Fewer LMXBs are observed with 1037-1036 ergs s’1 and none with 
.4 ergS S u , ,mltlal !trong near Eddington limit accretion of LMXBs must drop by more than several orders of magnitude in much less than 10 yr to account for this deficit (as well as to preserve millisecond pulsar periods). 

Accretion onto the neutron star, and neutron star spin-down can be the sources of various kinds of radiation part of which could 

i x^Date u ^condary- Sufh radiation can induce strong evaporative winds and may qualitatively change the evolution of LMXBs when the secondary s mass falls below 10 1 M0 (see Ruderman et al. 1987, hereafter RSTE). In § II we consider the 

riu. la 
Fig. 1 LMXB evolution controlled entirely by angular momentum loss from gravitational radiation with a H secondary dwarf The secondary mass is m and O 

surface mametk^dd^?2- 10'g d0'1*011 " ^ f Gh°Sh and Lamb ^hosh and Lamb 
1 OSnww F^,l, Ln7!f“ i5 0 a3s 3Sf d y maSS m and mass transfer rate |m| vs. time computed according to gravitational radiation evolution (Li et al 
when'i^Rn^ K of *nd luminosities computed with the Ghosh-Lamb model. Laccr = GMM/R is fhe dissipated energy-loss rate due to ^ 
twho and k uí ^ °Verflow‘S. a“rete^ onto the neutron star. and t.spl„down = liiCi is the released neutron star spin-down power. Thermal L , is the sum of the 
equihbriim vatoe ewaUo 4200 rad’s^ [“mmOSlty f°r a11 e,nergy

f
loss that aP,Pear9n that form' The initial angular speed of the neutron star hasbeen set equal to an 

rnniaki^ u d 1 r200 a it mltla maSS transfer rate e<luaI t0 the Eddington limit, (c) Spin-down power computed from equation (26) for a binary 
accretion funhnœhy6are^alscfshowlr^ ' ^ haS been SCt eqUa‘t0 ' 8400 rad S" The evolution of the neutron s‘ar a"gular speed fi and of the 
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Fig. 2a 

a J’l 1 irLM?lB evolutio
J

n as in 1 for a He secondary dwarf, (a) Secondary mass and mass accretion rate vs time (b) Angular sneed and luminosities as 

diflerent kinds effluxes which may come from the neighborhood of low magnetic field neutron stars in LMXBs and the evaporative 
winds such fluxes could induce in companion stars which they can illuminate. P 

H,flPeClal imP0rtance occurs when the accretion rate drops sufficiently (even if temporarily) that the inner edge of the 
AccreS mîv^rmL011!,^0110 í? íght'cylmd®r radlus (cP/2n) of a very raPidly rotating neutron star. This is discussed in § III. 
fnH y b®.quenc.hed completely as the radiation pressure of the spinning neutron star pushes out the surrounding plasma 
stai tn ho rtocf^hi-TH110 PuIsal 0nce this is achieved, it may no longer be possible for accretion onto the neutron star to be reestablished even if the conditions that previously sustained it are again effective. The ways in which a millisecond pulsar 
in a binary with a very light companion can evaporate that companion are then discussed P 

In § IV we consider the consequences for the secondary and for X-ray luminosity of the spin-down energy removed from a 
maximally accretion spun-up neutron star when its accretion rate begins to drop. This source of radiated power and its effects are 
very much more important for the low-field high-spin pulsars of a LMXB than they are for high-field, lower spin X-ray pulsars 

X rav 10In îhesecondmrtoflhk? f SeCOnd
1
aries witJ Relatively high metal abundances driven by the primary’s accretion powered X rays. In the second part of this section similar possibilities are summarized for the consequences of expected MeV y-ray radiation 

on dwarf secondaries which have been discussed elsewhere (RSTE). P 7 y ai on 

0taThreJenteral 51CtUre that emerges is of the richness of LMXB mechanisms and phenomena that are consequences of the neutron 
noLwnSc f dUriHg S

t
pin;up’ Î“ sReady state>. or during spin-down. In particular, there are a number of seemingly attractive possibilities for understanding both the occasional elimination of the very light secondaries when P is particular^ small and 

relatively abrupt quenching of LMXB neutron star accretion when the companion mass is much less than 10“1 M0. 

II. INCIDENT FLUXES THAT CAN EVAPORATE LIGHT SECONDARIES 

aJïc °f the radiatioa Powered by accretion spin-up of a low-mass, low magnetic field neutron star (primary) or by the post- accretion spin-down ofthat primary can be intercepted by the secondary. Such radiation may include (RSTE) (1) keV X-rays from 

í16,11611^011 Star SUr
J
iaf’ (2) Mev y-rays from the interface region between the neutron star corotating magnetosphere and the Keplenan accretion disk around it, (3) an e* wind from a postaccretion residual millisecond pulsar primary 

IriÄ SP»"» peS"“ ÏÔ” S, P"lsari a”d ,5) “ P0SSible early Crab'likS X'ray fta spec,rum if ,hess P“15*'* 

fi JÎÏ í? aSS,Te that
c
th,e SeCOI?daRy which may b_e exposed to these fluxes has the radius R versus mass m relationship indicated in g ( apo s y an a ¡jeter 1969). For m > 10 M0 for He and m > 3 x 10 3 M0 for H stars we approximate the secondary 
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Fig. 3.—Radius vs. mass for light degenerate H and He secondaries (Zapolsky and Salpeter 1969). (The dotted line a'b' is that for a H white dwarf which has a He 
core from previous main-sequence burning.) The line c is for such light stars (planets) that electrons are largely bound into atoms and R « m1/3, corresponding to 
constant density. 

as a degenerate dwarf whose pressure is that of free electrons so that 

R & RD x (m/MQ)~113 , (4) 

with Rj) ~ 1.2 x 109 cm for a H dwarf and RD æ 3.5 x 109 cm for a He one. At lower masses we take the secondary to be 
planet-like with constant density and 

R ä 102 x Rd x (m/M0)1/3 . (5) 

Each of the above radiation fluxes would induce evaporative winds from a secondary which intercepts any part of that flux. We shall 
approximate the magnitudes and velocities of these winds as indicated below. 

a) X-Rays 
According to Basko et al 1977 and London, McCray and Auer 1981, a flat spectrum of incident keV X-rays (0.1-30 keV) will 

result in an emerging particle wind whose velocity vw is around the secondary’s escape velocity, 

GmV/2 

10' 
m 

10"2 Mr, 

2/3 
cm s (6) 

for m > 10“3 M0 • Energy deposition from the incident X-ray flux is mainly from photoelectric absorption by K-shell electrons still 
bound to the metals (C, N, O) in the hot outer atmospheres. The evaporative mass flow in the wind has been taken to be (London et 
al. 1981 ; London and Flannery 1982) 

-10- 
rn 

10~2 Mc 

-2/3 

10" Lx g s" (7) 

where Lx is the power of the intercepted incident X-rays and XM is the fractional metal abundance in the X-ray-illuminated outer 
atmosphere of the secondary. The factor £ is the ratio of the soft (0.2-1 keV) X-ray intensity to the total incident spectrum in Lx, 
relative to the same ratio for the Her X-l X-ray pulsar. 
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No. 1, 1989 RAPID EVAPORATION IN VERY LIGHT SECONDARIES 

b) MeV y-Rays 

We adopt an estimate given elsewhere (RSTE). 
m„ « — 1017/L7 g s-1 , 

513 

(8) 

(9) where/ < 1, which gave a wind velocity 

Forincidentv-ray energies far above 1 MeV, fh* would be lessby^i factor ~E“‘ ln (E) with £ the v-ray energy in MeV. 
c) e± Winds a th ‘ dent 

When a millisecond pulsar illuminates a companion a va^ probably 
flux in addition to a strong electromagnetic wave at the P“lsa , spin-down energy loss is carried away by a 10 eV 
ÜÍ» VeS pulsar there is strong evidenee that a very law “irSto whid m”yT expeeEd from a millisecond putear The 

^Ämrof^wÄ^inÄ^ 

lÄrrd^J^ —'s “The ““ 
modestly magnetized secondary will be discussed in § I • 

d) Super-Eddington Illumination ^ 

X-rays exceeds that for the incident radiation and (10) 

t> rEddintun = 2)tGmmHc/eT = 5 x iOttfm/fO 2 M©) ergs s , 

where iiiH is the mass per electron in the outer atmosphere, then 

^*10- 
Vt 

14(m/10-2 Mq) lLgs ' 
(ID 

v 

In equation (11) it is assumed that the evaporative wind¿0^^ flux has 

estimate of equation (11) will be used for very g X-rays incident onto the emitted from a secondary s 
the same scattering cross-section as that of the outwarde radiation must be considered. A net outward radiation push is achieved 
H/He atmosphere) the inward as well as outward push of radmt on t b strong incident radiation two-thirds of the 

risÄÄsry'h^ 

III. SECONDARY EVAPORATION AFTER PULSAR TURN ON 

If, for any reason, the LMXB neutron s<« “,?ïfp^ân«îl^d c0lpktely quenched. 

îîe^gnÂMeSSdS”" “ther ,r0’",,le““ 
R2 p B2 

— « -—V 
87T 4nrzc 

FIG. 4. Geometry fot incident and emitted radiation of a secondary illuminated by a parallel beam 
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for r > c/£2, and 
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Sn \QrJ 4nr2c 
for r <4 c/Q, with the neutron star spin-down power Èp given by 

: 3 x 103 

10 -3 
B« 

jvw* ergss 

(13) 

(14) 

with Bs the neutron star’s surface dipole field, and R its radius. The steady state accretion disk boundary radius R, is determined bv 
equating the spin-up torque M(GMr)1/2 of equation (25) to the spin-down torque B2r3 of equation (26). Thus at r = RA 

_2 ^ 1 a-JgmY2 

B ' <15) 

riaht'’ímCHí!iHTh?fre equaîi0” is appropriate, the left-hand side of equation (15) falls more slowly with growing r than does the right-hand side. If r equals the distance to the secondary, the left-hand side exceeds the right-hand side, then the pulsar’s spin-down 

thprfk0ann?hSSUre i“^ keeP. e^aPorated Roche lobe spill-over matter from the secondary from ever reaching the primary. Even if 
mav not be ÍelrShrrfTÍ1^ SatlSfieS 1

equatlon. (15)’ wel1 wlthin the light-cylinder where equation (13) holds, that configuration 
“™aniïys;c£ .iris,''< ^ 'c/n there ,s ais°none ror ^ =• c/q»' ^ 

Condition 1 : 

M < 
B2R6Q4 

1(T M© yr“ 
cJ V1037 ergs s 1

// 

In this case there is no finite Alfvén radius solution for the disk as the pulsar pushes away surrounding plasma. 

Condition 2 : 

(16) 

M < 
B2 R6Q4 

10 1-5, 
1037 ergs s" -V aQJ Mr o yr (17) 

with a the plasma injection distance from the neutron star. In this case there may be an Alfvén radius near the neutron star but 
pulsar magnetic radiation pressure near the plasma injection distance pushes away that plasma before it can get near enough to the 

nif J^la/1i1^bel°?' ~10'2
1
the neutr°n star’s Eddington limit while the neutron star’s period is still ~10“3 s, then equations (14) (16) and (17), make possible a relatively abrupt quenching of the neutron star’s accretion. This may point to a solution of one of the 

problems of § ! why observed LMXBs seem to have Lx > 1036 ergs s 1. Alternatively, another mechanism (RSTE) may abruptly 
reduce M and the pulsar radiation then quenches it completely and permanently. However, we are now left with a millisecond 
pukar with a companion whose mass m > 10 M0. Why does the companion often, perhaps always, subsequently disappear‘d 

The secondary is illuminated by the radiation emitted from an isolated P « 10~3 s pulsar with a spin-down power ~3 x 1037 

unVj. -> aStnJgDc°D i7i? y^(Sfueq,Uatl°n '-14-* and § IV^ There is no direct evidence, even from the almost 10“3 s period PSR 
n rtit1 d3-i R 182 , of the form such radiatlon would take- The total magnetospheric voltage drop QBsR

3c~2 and current 
c°Wtn8^ C

D 
aüe ”hat ^re^ter tkan those of the Crab pulsar. The whole magnetosphere of the millisecond pulsar with 

i Tt. s < 4 X 10 G resembles the outermagnetospheres of young more slowly spinning strong field Vela and Crab pulsars. The outermagnetosphere of these pulsars has been argued to be the seat for all the observed energetic radiation and almost 
all of the very abundant c- winds from these pulsars (Cheng, Ho, and Ruderman 1986). If we take the Vela and Crab pulsars as the 
prototypes for what might be expected from a P » 10“3 s, Bs « 5 x 108 G pulsar we would expect the following. 

1. Electromagnetic radiation.—103 Hz radiation with a total power of ~ 3 x 1037 ergs s_ ^ 
X-rays. The Crab pulsar emits most strongly in X-rays while Vela is extremely weak in this range. PSR 1937 + 21 is not a 

known X-ray source. There is therefore no strong argument that a 10“3 s weak field pulsar would be a strong X-ray source 
3. y-rays. About 10 of Vela spin-down power is emitted as y-rays with energy larger than 106 eV and an ~E“1 intensity 

spectrum between 1 MeV and 1 GeV. We shall assume a similar emission from the putative 10“3 s pulsar. 

3 x 1035 

Iy £ x In 10 
3 ergs s 1 MeV" (18) 

4 e± Wind. A 6 x 1038 ergs s 1 e+ wind from the Crab pulsar seems to account for its nebula’s synchrotron radiation and 
accelerated expansion. Copious e production is expected in the Crab and Vela outermagnetosphere. Synchro-Compton acceler- 
ation to 10 eV could be a consequence of the injection of this pair plasma into the strong-low frequency electromagnetic radiation 

tiv^f™          , ,„-3s pu,sar of an LMXB would ive most of its 3 x — of 1. We shall, therefore, simply assume that a remnant low field 10 
of spin-down power to a similar 1012 eV e1 wind. 1037 ergss 1 

Radiation of the forms 3 and 4 above seem to be the more plausible candidates for inducing a continuing evaporation of the 
secondary. The estimate of equation (8) for a y-ray induced wind applied to the y-ray spectrum of equation (18) and the subtended 
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secondary solid angle from the primary, 

gives 

ij/ x 
1 (jnY13 ~ 10^ / m \2/3 

9 \3M/ ^ 4 \10~2 mJ 

mw « -3 x lO17#- 1015(m/10-2 MQ)2/3fg s"1 . 

(19) 

(20) 

A 10 2 Mq secondary would be evaporated in ~7 x 108 yr. This is longer than the spin-down time of the pulsar, so that it is 
problematic whether pulsar y-rays alone would be effective in removing the secondary when the isolated pulsar must be left spinning 
no slower than 1.5 x 10" 3 s if this is to be a plausible scenario for the formation of PSR 1937 + 21. 

A flux of 1012 eV would penetrate too deeply into a secondary to be efficient in inducing evaporation other than by just 
forming a heat source somewhat below the stellar surface. If the primary is an source of strength <2 x 1037 ergs s \ equation 
(15) for a m « 1(T2 M0 secondary gives L/LEddington < KT1, so that the secondary’s Eddington limit is not reached in this mass 
regime: the induced surface temperature 7^ ä 105 K is less than 1/20 of that which might sustain very large thermal evaporation for 
a star with a mass to radius (R) ratio mR-1 « 1021 g cm-1. The power in a strong incident flux onto the companion may, 
however, be converted into a form in which it becomes much more effective in inducing an evaporative wind. Even a modest 
magnetic field would result in a synchrotron radiation conversion of the 1012 eV energy of any or e into a huge number of 
energetic photons which could greatly increase the evaporative wind resulting from the same incident power. For example, if the 
companion dwarf had only about the same dipole flux as that typically found in the Sun, its surface field would be ~ 10 G. A 
similar magnetic field would be expected from reflection of the very strong incident magnetic dipole kilohertz radiation from the 
pulsar. The typical synchrotron quantum energy in such a field (B) from ^ with energy E± & 1012 eV is 

hco « 
heB 
 « 106 eV . (21) 

From equation (8), and with the angular fraction ij/ defined in equation (19), the resulting MeV flux onto the stellar surface would 
sustain an evaporative wind from the secondary 

10“ 
(m/10-2 M0)2/3L± (22) 

with L± the power from the pulsar. For L± * 2 x 1037 ergs s“1 and m « 10'2 M0, | mJ < 5 x 1017 g s K With equation (9) 
the wind kinetic energy density at the stellar surface 

Ckin ^ > 105 ergs cm-3 > « 4 x 102 ergs cm-3 (23) 
8tlR on 

so that the secondary’s magnetic field would not contain the wind. With the above evaporative mass loss rate a companion star with 
initial m « several KT2 M0 would evaporate completely in 3 x 106 yr. This would be rapid enough to account for the apparent 
relatively abrupt turnoff of neutron star accretion in LMXBs discussed in § I and for observations of solitary spun-up neutron stars 
which did not spin-down in dying LMXBs. o u i u 

Note that the estimates for the power of the pulsar-induced winds of this section assumed that the secondary mis the Roche lobe. 
If applied to situations where the secondary subtends only a fraction q of the projected area of its Roche lobe, all wind estimates 
must be reduced by this same factor. 

IV. RADIATED SPIN-DOWN POWER AND SECONDARY EVAPORATION BY MAXIMALLY SPUN-UP PRIMARIES 

There are two qualitatively distinct contributions to the power radiated from a spun-up neutron star and its accretion disk. When 
a steady state has been achieved the descent onto the neutron star surface from the inner edge of the accretion disk (which rotates 
slightly faster than the neutron star) gives an accretion power 

GMM 
R 

(24) 

with R the neutron star radius. Most of Èa goes into radiation. The infall gives a neutron star spin-up torque of order 

Nu ä M(GMRa)1/2 (25) 

with Ra the radius of the inner edge of the Keplerian accretion disk. According to Ghosh and Lamb (1979) in a steady state there is 
also an equal spin-down torque from the magnetic coupling between the star and more distant parts of the disk which are rotating 
more slowly than the neutron star 

N, * B2 (26) 
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516 RUDERMAN, SHAHAM, AND TAVANI Vol. 336 

stretdiin^and reœnnecdon) k°n Nu = Nd defines Ra ' The power dissiPation from the spin-down torque4 (perhaps in magnetic field 

Èd~NdCîns (27) 
with Í2 the neutron star angular spin rate. For the spun-up neutron star steady state we then have (with an accuracy that it is 
expected to be better than an order of magnitude) 

tiKTA
E°- <28) 

Thus, for a strong magnetic field X-ray pulsar, such as Her X-l with R/RA « HT2, Èd is small relative to However LMXB 
neutron stars are presumed to have weak Bs, which we will assume to be Bs « 5 x 108 G. If M « 1018 g s“1, near the neutron star’s 
Eddington limit, Rx « R and Ed& Ea. Then, in the LMXB steady state with a neutron star spun-up to a period P as 10“3 s 
ELu 10 .ergS S begins t0 drop’ E° must follow but there can be a significant lag in the drop of Ed if the spin kinetic energy of theneutron star is large enough to maintain Qns despite the spin-down torque (see Figs. 1 and 2). As long as the neutron star spin 
period remains near 10 s a large amount of spin-down power must be radiated away no matter how small the Roche-lobe-driven 
I m I becomes. The lower limit of this power is reached when the disk inner radius RA grows to be beyond the light cylinder radius of 

i?eUtron,sta^ CJ®' * 5 x 10 cm. Then the neutron star could radiate like an isolated millisecond pulsar (e.g., PSR 1937 + 21) as discussed in § III with an energy loss rate of equation (14) and a spin-down lifetime 

£„ 
10' 

io- yr- (29) 

We note that from equation (27) for an accretion disk radius RA < c/fi, the radiated spin-down power would be expected be even 
grea er than that of equation (14) by a factor of order {c/Q.RAŸ. The larger spin-down energy release from the Ghosh-Lamb 
spin-down torque is shown in Figures 1 and 2. From equation (7) with £ = 1 and » 10 “3 (for canonical metal abundance in the 
secondary) the X-ray-dnven evaporation rate of the secondary is of order 2 x 1016 g s’‘.This could speed up the evolution time of 
a secondary with m « 3 x 10 M0 to 10 yr during which the total radiated X-ray power would have remained above ~ 1037 ergs 
s . Ihe problem, however, remains of understanding how m reached an “initial” mass of 3 x 10’2 MG before substantial 
spin-down of the neutron star. It is marginal whether gravitational radiation can accomplish this (but illumination of the secondary 
by soit X-rays and MeV y-rays may “ quickly ” carry the evolution to light secondary mass; see RSTE 1989 and § V). 

V. EVAPORATION OF SECONDARIES BY ACCRETION POWER FROM PRIMARIES 

The composition of very light secondaries in LMXBs is not known. In some scenarios for the formation and evolution of such 
systems (see, e.g., van den Heuvel 1986) they originated as white dwarfs receiving mass from a secondary companion which 
overflows its Roche lobe because of nuclear burning of its He core. The white dwarf ultimately exceeds its Chandrasekhar limit and 
implodes to a neutron star. The remnant C/O core of the supergiant secondary cools to become the neutron star’s degenerate 

i o^tm0a <fravitatl°nal radiation or the removal of angular momentum by magnetic braking (Rappaport, Verbunt, and Joss 1983) brings the secondary close enough to the neutron star that Roche lobe overflow begins again to give an X-ray bright LMXB 
As discussed in RSTE (1989), when accretion in the LMXB drops by one order of magnitude below Eddington, coronal interception 
of this radiation will be unimportant. However, a very large cool corona may exist, which can scatter the X-rays onto the 
companion. Then from equation (7) with XM « 0.1 for a strongly metallic secondary and from equation (19) 

-10' ^Lx g s- (30) 
We note that the only degenerate dwarf companions in LMXBs which have been identified so far, 1820-30 (Stella, White and 

ne orsky 1987), and 4U 1915 — 05 (White and Swank 1982; Smale et al. 1988), have a large abundance of He because they are 
bursters, and existmg burst models rule out pure C-O ignition. However, considerations for H-He companions discussed below may 
be applicable to 1820- 30 and 4U 1915 -16. The wind velocity of equation (6) is large enough to escape the binary and thus remove 
angular momentum from it when the mass of the secondary is not too small. The escape velocity from the orbit of radius a should be 
less than the sum of vw and the orbital velocity, or 

V», > 
1/2 

(21/2 - 1). (31) 

For very low mass secondaries with wind velocity vw of equation (6), a Roche lobe filling secondary at a distance a from the primary 

V w 
GM\1/2/ ma \1/2 _ (3)2/3 [GMV12/mV13 

a ) \rm) - 21/2 V a ; UJ (32) 

spin-down^nergy has-been ^udied in<Priedhoreky°1986).^^^^S " addreSSed " Shaham ^ (‘986’ A m°del °f Sc° ^ based 0n dissiPatio" of 
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Inequality (31) would be satisfied as long as 

m 
> 2.2 x 10 -2 

The angular momentum loss from the system could then drive a Roche lobe overflow rate (RSTE) 

(33) 

(34) 

in the regime of equation (4). Since 
Lx & M x 1020 ergs s-1 (35) 

with M in g s_1, the bootstrapping symbiotic relationship between equations (30) and (35) leads to an ever-growing M until the 
accretion X-rays associated with it reach the neutron star’s own Eddington limits of 1018 g s 1 and 1038 ergs s , respectively, or 
until matter (in the form of a corona) starts blocking the line of sight to the companion. We note that for a light H or He degenerate 
dwarf secondary with ä 10"3 the right-hand side of equation (30) is reduced by a factor of 10” 2 so that instead of pushing up to 
and then sustaining Eddington limit accretion onto the neutron star the steady state equilibrium bootstrapped accretion would fall 
to zero if there were no other source of angular momentum loss from the LMXB. 

X-ray illumination of a H/He secondary by the neutron star primary and its accretion disk would then be unimportant until m 
falls below -10” 3 M0 where that illumination may exceed the secondary’s small Eddington limit. If that occurs and vw still satisfies 
equation (31), i.e., it is above the value given in equation (6) (see RSTE) and if only gravitational radiation removes angular 
momentum from the binary its mass loss rate would evolve as shown in Figure 5. When the Roche-lobe—filling secondary s mass 
drops below -lO”1 M0, gravitational radiation can no longer sustain near Eddington limit accretion, and accretion-powered 
X-ray illumination of the secondary which may restore that high accretion rate when m falls below 10 3 M0 (line d of Fig. 5) is 
ineffective for m between 10”3 and 10”1 M0. Moreover it would take well over 1010 yr for m to pass through that interval (Figs. 1 
and 2) which, as discussed in § I, is calculated to be negotiated much more rapidly (and thus accounts for a lack of observation of it) 
with or without such a huge fall in the accretion-powered X-ray luminosity as that inferred from the M of Figure 5. 

LMXB EVOLUTION 

Fig. 5.—Possible evolution of H and He secondary mass loss rates of LMXBs in which only gravitational radiation removes angular momentum from the binary 
and super-Eddington illumination is received by the secondary when its mass drops to 10 3 M0. 
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The suggestion that the secondary may be tidally disrupted when m falls well below lO-2 M0 must face the problem of evolving 
to that low m rapid y enough (Jeffrey 1986; Ruderman and Shaham 1985). One possibility for sustaining high M and/or Lx in most 
oi that gap (i e., evolution along line g after only a short excursion along e or e' of Fig. 3) is secondary illumination and evaporation 

T X/ÍYD W1*nd Wlt.h Mf^oï^ys.(equation and §§ IIa and which are plausible emissions from the outer magnetosphere of MXB neutron stars (RSTE). Another possibility (§ IV) may be sustaining radiation from the primary which illuminates and 
evaporates the secondary by the spin-down energy release from a maximally spun-up neutron star which can remain large even 
when there is no longer a large | m | to give accretion-powered radiation. 

For sustaining secondary evaporation by X-rays in LMXBs and even in Her X-l (McCray et al. 1982; Vrtilek and Halpern 1985) 
a larger fraction of the total luminosity in soft (0.2-1 keV) X-rays compared to the assumed emission from Her X-l in the model of 
London ei a/ (1981) would be important in equation (7). A systematic study of spectra of LMXBs shows an energy index (/ « E ° 

cr ^ E “ typicalIy of order 1 (Whlte and Mason 1985) compared to the small a » -0.05 of Her X-l (White Swank, and Holt 1983). The parameter ç in equation (7) is of order 5. ^ ’ 
Then the evaporative mass loss from a H-He dwarf driven by soft X-rays (0.2-1 keV) is, from equations (7) and (19) 

: 1018LX 38 g s (36) 
The consequences of this may be important for the evolution of LMXBs. Even if the m driven by gravitational radiation begins to 
decrease significantly within 10 yr, the dissipation of the resulting spin-down energy may maintain Lx close enough to the 
Eddington limit to sustain a strong evaporative wind for a long time. 

We are happy to thank Dr. W. Priedhorsky for his criticism and suggestions. 
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NOtA addKu for the power of the pulsar-induced winds of § HI (eq. [20] and beyond) assumed that the secondary mis the Roche lobe. If applied to the newly discovered millisecond eclipsing binary pulsar PSR 1957 + 20 (Fruchter 
Stmebnng, Taylor, Nature, 333,227 [1988]) where the secondary may subtend as little as ~10“1 of the projected area of its Roche 
lobe, all wind estimates must be reduced by this same factor. The numerical value assumed forL± after equation (22), 2 x 1037 ergs 

'fi^°rmUCh arg®r ^ aPProPr'ate value for the new pulsar. If its total spin-down power is close to that of PSR 
wellbelow 10*6*gs

e5aatlon (22) should be reduced by at least a factor ~7; the predicted value ofmw for PSR 1957 + 20is therefore 

NY^mr?1^’ J ShaHAM’ M‘ Tavani: Physics Department and Astrophysics Laboratory, Columbia University, New York, 
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